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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a probabilistic relational
framework for automated human behavior modeling.
This is achieved by observing a human successfully
achieving given goals. The proposed modeling algo-
rithm uses commonsense background knowledge ana-
lytically to facilitate modeling of complicated human
behavior. At the same time it is grounded in physical
observations and takes noisy sensory data as input. The
separation of domain axioms and modeling algorithm
provides a framework which is easily applicable across
domains. The acquired model is represented in the form
of probabilistic hierarchical task network which pro-
vides flexible models applicable to similar tasks.

Introduction
Automated human behavior modeling has been approached
by two main paradigms: symbolic and probabilistic. While
symbolic approaches are capable of capturing the complex-
ity of human behavior, they usually assume symbolic input
and are not connected to physical world. In contrast, prob-
abilistic approaches are capable of working with the real
world and handling noisy sensory data but cannot capture
the inherently relational, hierarchical and goal-driven nature
of the human behavior.
An automated modeling algorithm should be able to build

and learn behavior models by observing human behavior.
LIGHT, Our earlier work on learning plan knowledge from
observation (Nejati, Langley & Könik, 2006) can be a good
candidate. LIGHT is a goal-driven analytical HTN (Hierar-
chical Task Network (Ilghami et al., 2002)) learner which
takes as input a goal and an initial state of the environment
together with a human expert’s choice of sequence of oper-
ator instances that achieves the goal from the initial state. It
starts by explaining the input solution traces analytically in
the context of given background knowledge about the effects
and applicability conditions of the operators. It then pro-
ceeds to generalizing the explanations and learning a model
for the behavior.
The representation and methodology of LIGHT provides

many desirable characteristics for behavior modeling. Its
analytical characteristic provides a machinery for easy use
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of commonsense background knowledge. LIGHT’s learn-
ing algorithm is separated from the domain knowledge and
therefore applying it across domains does not need any
change in the algorithm and reduces the task to providing
the conceptual background knowledge about the new do-
main. Another desirable feature of LIGHT is the easily
interpretable learned models. Moreover, the learned HTN
models are hierarchical, composable and reusable, which in-
creases the applicability of learned models.
Although LIGHT has shown promising results in com-

puter games (Könik et al., 2009) and web-based applications
(Könik & Nejati, 2007) where the input traces are symbolic
and noise free, to be able to connect it to real world and
sensory input, a probabilistic extension is desirable. In this
paper we introduce pLIGHT the probabilistic extension of
LIGHT which can accept probabilistic input and generate
confidence measure for the output. It considers all poten-
tial explanations and builds and learns probabilistic models
in descending order of feasibility. In the following section
we describe LIGHT’s representation, and learning mecha-
nism. We continue with describing pLIGHT and its differ-
ences with LIGHT. Then we illustrate how pLIGHT can be
used in practice to learn human behaviormodels and provide
an example from a work in progress in a kitchen domain.
Finally we review the related work and conclude with final
remarks.

The LIGHT System
In this section we review LIGHT (Nejati et al., 2006) and
explain how by observing human behavior, it expands upon
conceptual domain knowledge and action models to learn
HTNs for achieving complicated tasks. We start by for-
malizing the representation and continue with describing the
learning mechanism.

Representation
LIGHT encodes knowledge under two main structures: con-
cepts and skills. Concept definitions encode the common-
sense background knowledge about the environment. They
are defined hierarchically and each concept definition is es-
sentially a first order logic Horn clause. More formally we
define a concept as a tuple with a head and a set of subcon-
cepts:
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C =< CH, (SC1, SC2, ..., SCn) >

where CH, SC1, ..., SCn are first order logic literals.
SC1, ..., SCn refer to the head of subconcepts’ definitions.
If a concept has no subconcepts, it is a primitive concept
which cannot be defined in terms of other concepts. Con-
cept instances are grounded head predicates of concept de-
finitions. The primitive concept instances are directly per-
ceived from the environment and the higher level ones are
inferred from them using the hierarchical definitions. The
perceived and inferred concept instances form the state of
the environment.
Skills encode methods that can be executed and change

the environment. They are also hierarchically organized and
form a goal-indexed HTN. While the primitive skills invoke
actions that can be executed directly, the higher level skills
are recipes for decomposing a more complex task into sub-
tasks. Due to possible disjunctive definition of skills, they
may decompose goals into multiple alternative subgoal se-
quences.
More formally each skill definition is a tuple including

the goal of the skill, an ordered list of subtasks and a start
condition:

S =< SG, (SS1, SS2, ..., SSm), ST >

where SG, SS1, SS2, ..., SSm and ST are first order logic
literals. SG refers to the head of a concept which defines the
changes S makes to the environment. SS1, SS2, ..., SSm

refer to the goal of subtasks’ skill definitions and ST is the
start condition referring to a concept’s head.
A skill instance is a grounded skill definition’s goal

predicate which is applicable only when its start condition
matches the ground literals in the state. A skill’s execution
is successfully completed when its goal predicate is matched
to a ground literal in the state. Throughout this paper we re-
fer to definitions in upper case and instantiations in lower
case. Table 1 shows some examples of concepts and skills.

Learning Mechanism
LIGHT learns from successful problem-solution pairs pro-
vided by a domain expert. A training problem consists of a
concept instance representing the desired goal and the initial
state of the environment. The solution includes a sequence
of primitive skill instances that the expert chose to achieve
the goal as well as the sequence of the observed states of the
environment.
Like other analytical methods, LIGHT generates an ex-

planation for the steps taken by the expert in the context of
the goal and background knowledge. It does so by recur-
sively regressing from the goal, either decomposing it into
subgoals using conceptual knowledge, or explaining it in
terms of the effects of the primitive skills. For a given goal,
gh, the explanation procedure starts by focusing on the final
primitive skill sg performed by the expert. If gh is one of the
effects of sg, the algorithm explains it using skill chaining.
If st, the grounded start condition of S, sg’s correspond-
ing skill definition, is not present in the initial state, sg is
not directly executable and LIGHT should learn a skill that
achieves st. In this case, LIGHT conjectures that the earlier

Table 1: Few examples of concepts and skills.

Primitive concept instance examples
(pot, Object1)
(stove, Object2)
(on Object1, Object2)

Nonprimitive concept definition example
<(tidy-kitchen ?kitchen),
((tidy-sink ?sink), (tidy ?oven),
(tidy ?cabinet))>

Primitive skill definition example
<(clean ?plate),
((*wash ?plate)),
(in-hand ?plate)>

Nonprimitive skill definition example
<(bring ?rice),
((goto ?cabinet), (open ?cabinet),
(pick ?rice), (close ?cabinet),
(carry ?rice)),
(location ?rice ?cabinet)>

steps of the expert were taken to achieve st, tags it as the
new goal, explains it using the previous steps and learns a
skill, ST , to achieve it. Note that ST which was the head of
a concept is now also the head of a learned skill.
When gh is not one of the effects of the sg, LIGHT

explains it using concept chaining. It first determines
gh’s grounded subconcepts sgi matching gh’s correspond-
ing concept definition against the state. Each subconcept
sgi together with all primitive skills executed prior to its ad-
dition to the state forms new problem-solution pairs that are
explained the same way gh is explained. This routine is per-
formed recursively until LIGHT explains all the goals intro-
duced along the way.
After the explanation phase, LIGHT uses the resulting ex-

planation tree to construct a HTN, by generalizing ground
terms in the explanation to variables. Each learned skill is
indexed after the goal it achieves and contains an ordered list
of subgoals. If the new skill is constructed with skill chain-
ing using the primitive skill sg, ST and S skills form the
corresponding subtask lists. The learned skill is represented
as < GH, (ST, S), none >. On the other hand, if the ex-
planation uses concept chaining on concept gh, the learned
skill has variablized gh as the goal and the subconcepts of g
are used to construct the subgoals of the learned skill. These
skill subgoals are ordered in the order they are added to the
expert solution trace.
LIGHT has shown promising results in a variety of noise-

free domains such as Blocks World, Depots (Nejati et
al., 2006), Urban Combat (Choi et al. 2007), General Game
Playing (Könik et al., 2009) and a web-basedmedical evacu-
ation domain (Könik &Nejati, 2007). In (Nejati et al., 2006)
we also report results on its better performance in compari-
son to a traditional Explanation Based Learning system.
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The pLIGHT System
Despite LIGHT’s promising results, it cannot be used to
learn HTNs from noisy sensory input data. In this section
we describe the probabilistic extensions to LIGHT’s repre-
sentation and learning mechanisms which equip it to deal
with real world problems.

Extended Representation
pLIGHT shares its basic representation with LIGHT. In this
work we consider perfect background knowledge and there-
fore the concept and primitive skill definitions remain the
same. The main difference is augmentation of concept in-
stances and learned skill definitions with probabilities (Ta-
ble 2). For concepts, these probabilities model the uncer-
tainties of sensory data and can be considered as confidence
measure. The probability of primitive concept instances
are given in the input trace while the probability of higher
level concept instances are calculated using them. In this
work the only independence assumption is at primitive con-
cepts’ level. Therefore to calculate the probability1 of a high
level concept instance, pLIGHT needs to find the indepen-
dent components of it. Under our assumptions, this trans-
lates to decomposing the concept instance to its primitive
level subconcepts. More formally to calculate the probabil-
ity of an instance of a high level concept ch, with definition
C =< CH, (SC1, SC2, ..., SCn) >, pLIGHT decomposes
all the subconcepts into primitive concepts:

C1 =< SC1, (SC11, SC12, ..., SC1m) >

C11 =< SC11, (SC111, SC112, ..., SC11l) >

...

C11..1 =< SC11..1, () >→ primitive

....

Cn =< SCn, (SCn1, SCn2, ..., SCnk) >

...

The probability of ch is calculated as multiplication of
the probabilities of all of its primitive level subconcept in-
stances, sc11..1, ....
For the probabilistic output, each of the learned high level

skill definitions is attached with a confidence measure such
that likelihood of achieving the goal increases with the con-
fidence value. This can be used as a preference measure
between disjunctive methods . This introduces an additional
entry in skill definition’s tuple:

S =< SG, (SS1, SS2, ..., SSm), ST, p >

Extended Learning Mechanism
We formalize the probabilistic learning task as:
• Given: a set of primitive skill definitions,

S1 =< SG1, (A1), St1 >, S2 =< SG2, (A2), St2 >, ...

that produce predictable effects SG1, SG2, ... under
known conditions St1, St2, ...;
1We use these values as a preference measure only. Therefore

the normalization factor is dropped for simplicity

Table 2: Few examples of probabilistic concepts and skills.

Primitive concept instance examples
((pot, Object1), 0.9)
((stove, Object2), 0.8)
((on Object1, Object2), 0.4)

Primitive skill sequence example
([((goto cabinet1), 0.3),
((goto cabinet2), 0.6)],
[((pick rice), 0.9), ((pick can), 0.4),
((put oil), 0.02)],
....)

• Given: a set of training problems, each specifying an ini-
tial state in terms of a collection of probabilistic concept
instances,

State0 = ((chc01, pc01), (chc02, pc02), ...)

and a list of potential goals ((g1, q1), (g2, q2), ...), where
each goal, gi, is a concept instance augmentedwith a prior
probability of being the intended goal, qi;

• Given: for each training problem, an observed sequence
of expert selected primitive skill instances that achieves
the goal starting from the initial state;

primseq = (((sgc11
, rc11

)(sgc12
, rc12

)...),

((sgc21
, rc22

)(sgc22
, rc22

)...), ...)

together with the observed state sequence through out the
completion of the task; stateseq = (State1, State2, ....)
where Statem has the same structure as State0 defined
above;

• Find: a probabilistic hierarchical task network that repro-
duces the solutions to the training problems and general-
izes well to new ones.

Similar to LIGHT, pLIGHT explains the expert’s trace an-
alytically by regressing the goal using the conceptual back-
ground knowledge and an action model. One of the differ-
ences between the two algorithms is the nature of the input
primitive skill sequence. As mentioned above to capture the
uncertainty about the observed primitive skill at each cycle,
pLIGHT assumes a list of potential primitive skill instances
with a confidence measure associated with each. There-
fore at each step the algorithm has to consider all different
options and pursue the explanation accordingly. For each
choice the algorithm acts similar to LIGHT and decides be-
tween skill chaining and concept chaining.
Having probabilistic truth values at each state introduces

new challenges for pLIGHT. In this setting finding out when
a relation becomes true can be difficult. In this work we
assume that a spike in the probability of a literal between
two consecutive states, indicates a change in the truth value:

δp(l) = pcn
(l) − pcn−1

(l)
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If δp(l) > th, l is declared to be appeared at cycle cn with
confidence proportional to δp(l). This can result in multiple
cycle assignments and therefore multiple alternative expla-
nations. Disjunctive concept and skill definitions as well as
unbounded intermediate variables which get bounded using
the state are other potential choice points of the explanation
tree causing high branching factors.
High branching factor may cause pursuing all explana-

tions to be intractable. To overcome this problemwe suggest
a probabilistically guided iterative deepening search method
which is an adaptation of the method introduced in (Kim-
mig et al., 2007). pLIGHT starts by explaining the trace as
usual and whenever there are more than one explanation for
a step, it builds new trees by expanding the original tree in all
potential ways. Each partial explanation tree is augmented
with an overall probability value which is calculated and up-
dated as explained in more detail below. pLIGHT prefers to
continue explaining the deepest explanation tree unless its
probability falls below a threshold. At this step it continues
by explaining the next most deep explanation tree. If none
of the explanation trees terminate, pLIGHT decreases the
threshold and continue the process. This procedure contin-
ues until either at least one explanation tree terminates or a
minimum threshold is reached. This method helps focusing
on the most probable explanations and drop the less feasi-
ble ones. Moreover, pLIGHT is still able to discover low
probable trees in absence of strong evidence.
The overall probability measure of a partial explanation

tree, pTn
is initialized to the given prior probability of the top

level goal it is explaining. (For example if explaining g1 it
gets initialized to q1). At a given cycle,m, after committing
to one of the potential skills, (sgckm

, rckm
), pTn

is updated
by:

pTn
= pTn

∗ prob(pg1
| hold(g1, m))

where hold(g1, m) indicates that g1 occurred at cycle m.
This conditional probability captures the confidence mea-
sure of this specific explanation step which is defined differ-
ently depending on the chaining type:

• If g1 is explained by skill chaining, the conditional prob-
ability is defined as: rckm

∗prob(hold(stsgc
km

, l)) where
stsgc

km
is the grounded start condition of sgckm

’s defin-
ition. If there are more than one possible start condition
instances or cycle assignments a separate explanation tree
will be pursued for each. Disjunctive skill definition or
multiple intermediate variable bindings can result in more
than one possible stsgc

km
.

• If g1 is explained by concept chaining, it is defined as∏
iprob(hold(subgoali(g1), oi)). Here again disjunctive

concept definitions, intermediate variable bindings and
cycle assignment of subgoals result in multiple explana-
tion trees and the conditional probability is calculated for
each choice.

When an explanation tree gets completed, it is used to con-
struct high level skills in HTN format just like LIGHT. The
confidence value associated with each skill definition is eval-
uated as an average of the confidence values assigned to the

corresponding explanation steps either from different runs
or within a run if there are more than one instance of an ex-
planation step.

pLIGHT and Behavior Modeling
In this section we explain how pLIGHT can be used in prac-
tice for behavior modeling. We first focus on learning the
models and then proceed to their applications. We use an ex-
ample from a kitchen domain to illustrate the mechanism. In
this domain the subject tries to achieve goals such as cook-
ing a meal or organizing the kitchen. The potential actions
he/she can take are reaching for different ingredients from
the refrigerator or the cabinets, reaching for pots and uten-
sils, preparing the oven for cooking, mixing and cooking the
ingredients, eating, serving or storing the food and washing
dishes. A video showing the work space sampled every few
second can be an example of the input sensory data stream.
To be able to learn behavior models, in addition to train-

ing examples of human behavior, pLIGHT needs a set of
conceptual and action model definitions about the domain.
This background knowledge is hand crafted manually at this
point, however our earlier work (Könik et al., 2009) with
General Game Playing domains suggested that the learner
can work with an independently written or automatically
generated rules as long as they describe the environment and
action models. Table 1 shows few rules from the kitchen do-
main.
A sample input training example is a temporal sequence

of sensory data from a successfully completed goal-driven
human activity and the goals completed in the final state.
The time period between the data collections should be pro-
portional to the estimated duration of actions in a specific
domain to reduce the possibility of skipping one. The sen-
sory data is first fed to a low level object and activity recog-
nition module. For example in case of video stream, algo-
rithms such as (Schneiderman & Kanade, 2004) can be used
to extract primitive facts about the environment like poten-
tial objects and their positions. The sequence of human’s
primitive skills is also extracted using gestures of the person
and/or used objects (Bobick & Davis, 1996). Higher level
concepts are inferred on top of these using concept defin-
itions and probability calculation described earlier to form
the state. Table 2 shows an example of primitive skill se-
quence.
pLIGHT starts by regressing the goal backward in time.

At each explanation step potential primitive skills are tested
to see if any of them achieves the goal or a subgoal of
it. By analytically explaining the noisy input perception,
pLIGHT uses logical and temporal cues, explaining logi-
cally possible paths and discarding the inconsistent expla-
nation trees. Although there are some other works that also
use the background knowledge to shape the structure of the
learned knowledge, they usually need to change the learn-
ing mechanism if a new piece of knowledge is presented. In
contrast, the separation of the explanation mechanism from
conceptual knowledge base reduces the incorporation of the
new knowledge to simply defining new concepts.
The use of domain knowledge to guide the explanation

path relaxes the need to have very precise algorithms for
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classifying the perceived objects and the relations among
them. This is very desirable since although vision algo-
rithms can do a good job in detecting, classifying and track-
ing objects or human during a time interval, factors such
as lightening and camera’s view point can affect the perfor-
mance significantly.
When the explanation is complete, a HTN is learned from

the explanation tree. The HTN representation makes the
learned model general and transferable as shown in (Könik
et al., 2009). The hierarchical structure results in less con-
straining initial conditions. The pieces of learned knowl-
edge can be composed to build new models and also can
be replaced by other potential versions of the skill with the
same name to form a new way of achieving the same goal.
For example if pLIGHT has learned a method for cooking
a meal that involves bringing a pot, we might have two dif-
ferent skills for bringing it: bending to get it from the lower
cabinet or climbing a chair to get it from the top cabinet.
Depending on the position of the pot the high level skill can
call on the appropriate subskill.
After learning high level skills for achieving a goal, the

system is equipped with new methods which can be used
for goal interpretation and predicting human behavior. Once
pLIGHT has learned about various goals and acquired ap-
propriate skills, it can be used to watch a human and predict
which goal he/she is pursuing given that it is from the library
of goals known to pLIGHT. As time collapses pLIGHT gets
to see more steps and can make the probability distribution
over the possible goals more accurate. Each path suggests
the next step based on the hierarchy it picks. The less num-
ber of possible paths, the less number of options, which
results in more confident suggestions. For example an as-
sistant robot that observes a person cooking a meal, pre-
dicts his/her activities and goals and provides a chair should
he/she needed it to pick a pan from the top cabinet.
The learned models can also be used by an execution

mechanism to generate human-like behavior for the same or
similar problems. Langley and Choi (Langley& Choi, 2006)
explain a reactive goal-driven HTN execution system which
can be easily adopted to execute the probabilistic HTNs
learned by pLIGHT. Given a top-level goal the execution
system finds the most probable path in the skill hierarchy
which starts with a skill that achieves the goal and termi-
nates in a primitive skill where all the start conditions of the
skills belonging to the path are satisfied at the time they are
first selected. As soon as an executable path is detected the
terminating primitive skill is executed. The selection and ex-
ecution process is repeated at each cycle. Therefore achiev-
ing a high level goal requires multiple cycles to execute the
subgoals in order. If a subgoal is already achieved it will be
skipped and at each cycle if one of the previously achieved
subgoals is found to be undone the execution system goes
back to it and achieves it again. This reactiveness of the
system makes the model capable of handling dynamic envi-
ronments.

Related Work
There have been many studies and achievements towards
behavior modeling. The earlier works have an analyti-

cal approach similar to plan recognition (e.g. (Kautz &
Allen, 1986)). These efforts usually do not work with phys-
ical observations. In contrast, the probabilistic approaches
mostly work with noisy sensory data. Although These ap-
proaches usually build the structure of the model directly
from the input observations, they can benefit significantly
from the prior knowledge about the nature of the behavior
they are trying to model. This knowledge can be used for
choosing a suitable machinery to model the behavior. (e.g.
interleaved or layered Hidden Markov Models (Modayil et
al., 2008),(Zhang et al., 2006).)
pLIGHT combines these two main approaches. Its prob-

abilistic framework supports robust modeling despite miss-
ing or uncertain events. Its analytical approach results in
learning interpretable structures from few training cases us-
ing symbolic background knowledge. In contrast with most
efforts in probabilistic behavior modeling, encoding back-
ground knowledge does not call for fundamental changes in
pLIGHT’s algorithm.
Our work has similarities with (Kimmig et al., 2007).

Kimmig et al. introduce a probabilistic Explanation Based
Learning method to extract the more likely explanations of
why one example satisfies a concept. Both works try to bring
together the analytical and probabilistic frameworks and find
the likely explanations. In this work, we extend these ideas
to learn from temporal behavior examples and generate as
output structures that model behavior instead of definitions
of concepts.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we described a method for learning proba-
bilistic relational behavior models. pLIGHT is capable of
combining commonsense background knowledgewith noisy
sensory data and can be applied to new domains without
change of the algorithm. The resulting relational model can
be used both to generate human-like behaviour as well as
recognize and predict it. The learned models are applicable
to a class of related tasks due to their generality and reusabil-
ity. Moreover, in contrast with probabilistic graphical mod-
els, they are more intuitive and interpretable.
Our work is still in its early stages and we are in the

process of connecting pLIGHT to sensory data input and
evaluating the learned models. However, we believe by
bringing together logical rules and noisy sensory data,
pLIGHT provides a strong framework which can combine
strengths of both approaches. In this work we assumed that
the input conceptual knowledge and action models are per-
fectly known. A natural next step is to consider probabilis-
tic concept definitions and action models. This extension
would only require the augmentation of each definition with
a prior probability. Also the subconcepts can have a confi-
dence measure to model if they belong to a concept defini-
tion or not.
Another interesting direction we like to explore is engag-

ing background knowledge and reasoning steps in revising
the confidence measures of the primitive concept instances.
This can be used in a feedback loop to improve the low level
detection and classification algorithms whose results affect
the explanations. By assigning a very low probability to non
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observed predicates, pLIGHT would be capable of filling
missing steps due to occlusion.
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